also Eddy "Testimony and Trauma"). Brigid Haines supports Marven's association of "the aesthetic of fragmentation" and trauma in Müller's works and argues that such an aesthetic is a result of loneliness ("Die akute Einsamkeit", 101) . Finally, Sarah Schmidt uses fragility and destruction as tropes to elucidate the relationship between things and words in Müller's novel Atemschaukel. Despite the frequent and illuminating discussion of the relationship between language and destruction in Müller's works, and the use of fragmentation or destruction as a trope to describe her language, no one has yet studied her perception and use of destructive and destructible language in the framework of conceptual metaphor theory. This essay will build on scholarship to date by demonstrating the complex interplay between the metaphorical representation of language, speech, and literature as both destructive and destructible in Müller's texts, thereby contributing a new perspective to the analysis of language and destruction in her oeuvre.
Literary scholars and linguists have scrupulously researched how Müller's writing defies linguistic and literary conventions (e.g., Bülow; 153) . Ricarda Schmidt applies conceptual metaphor theory for her analysis of figurative language in the novel Herztier and states that the author's metaphors are unconventional and problematic to interpret (72). Müller's language is highly poetic (e.g., Predoiu 52), and her metaphors open to different interpretations (e.g., Eke 17), but at the conceptual level they are not an idiosyncratic invention of the author. Müller's texts are not difficult to access for the reader; rather, they are challenging for literary critics to discuss. Müller, even more than most literary writers, communicates something that can only be said in those particular words and images, because only they trigger the relevant physical experience. This essay shows how she achieves this, and how her metaphors for language rely on conceptual and linguistic conventions and can be illuminated with reference to conceptual metaphor theory. More specifically, the thesis of this essay is that the more concrete concepts of destruction and damage are used by the author in order to reason about language and to convey effectively her understanding of it to her readers.
The theoretical background of the investigation is formed primarily by conceptual metaphor theory, within the emerging field of cognitive literary studies. Analyzing the metaphors in the texts, it is helpful to follow George Lakoff and Mark Johnson (see Metaphors We Live By; Philosophy in the Flesh) in their terminology and distinguish between target and source domains. The source domain is a more "intersubjectively accessible" (Dancygier and Sweetser 27) , and more concrete concept (such as a building) which may not be similar to the less comprehensible and less concrete concept of the target domain (e.g., language), but which makes the latter meaningful (build/ damage/destroy the language). According to cognitive scientists, concepts "are the elementary units of reason and linguistic meaning. They are conventional and relatively stable. [ . . . ] they must [ . . . ] be the result of neural activity in the brain" (Lakoff and Gallese 455) . Metaphor is a constitutive part of the human conceptual system and plays a significant role in our reasoning (Lakoff and Johnson, Philosophy in the Flesh 128) . Hence conceptual metaphor theory facilitates the interpretation of essential ideas in literary texts because writers deal with "vital issues in our lives and help us illuminate those issues, through the extension, composition, and criticism of the basic metaphoric tools through which we comprehend much of reality" (Lakoff and Turner 215) . According to conceptual metaphor theory, authors use perception and motor activity as source domains through which readers are able to understand more abstract concepts. This relation between perception and conception is proposed in the framework of cognitive science:
Recent cognitive models of semantics hypothesize that [ . . . ] the same parts of the brain are activated (though not identically activated) in imagining or describing a situation as would be involved in perceiving and experiencing such a situation. This embodied view of meaning-that meaning is made of the same stuff as bodily experience-challenges the idea of language and thought as abstract. And this theory of meaning offers a context for reassessing the role and mechanisms of figurative language, seeing them as part of language rather than as decorative additions (Dancygier and Sweetser 2).
Lawrence W. Barsalou, the author of the perceptual theory of knowledge, argues that "cognition is inherently perceptual, sharing systems with perception at both the cognitive and the neural levels" (577). Vittorio Gallese and George Lakoff posit that "rational thought is an exploitation of the normal operations of our bodies" and that " [l] anguage makes direct use of the same brain structures used in perception and action" (Gallese and Lakoff 473) . These tenets of cognitive science are fundamental to my analysis of figurative language. With reference to Herta Müller's fiction and non-fiction texts, I will support the embodied view of meaning by showing how concrete sensorymotor experience of damage and destruction is related through metaphor to the more abstract concept of language.
There are a number of limitations to this study which need to be acknowledged. Firstly, it does not analyze Müller's collages, which can be seen as exemplary products of fragmentation (Marven 411) . They are significantly different from the works reviewed here and deserve a separate discussion. Secondly, this study does not follow the temporal development of Müller's metaphors for language, because they do not make a coherent system that evolves through time. Nor does it explicitly mark the distinction between the metaphors in her fiction and non-fiction works, because she uses poetic metaphors across different modes of writing. According to Angelika Overath, Müller uses poetic license even when she writes journalistic reports (94). And Anja K. Johannsen has observed that "Müller does not distinguish between a literary and a non-literary access to the world" ("Osmoses: Müller's Things, Bodies, and Spaces" 227; but see Kohl 17 , for an alternative view). Furthermore, the author herself acknowledges in an interview for Der Spiegel that she does not distinguish between literary writing and political activism (Doerry and Hage 264) . In the context of this study, it is problematic to differentiate between Müller's literary and non-literary works, because the relationship between language and destruction at the conceptual level remains relatively stable throughout the texts. They are replete with metaphors and other tropes irrespective of whether it is an autobiographical essay, journalistic report, political commentary, or novel. It is, therefore, reasonable to look at different kinds of texts in order to acquire a general understanding of the metaphorical conceptualization of destructive and destructible language in Müller's oeuvre.
Destruction as a Frame
Müller uses the concepts of destruction and damage as source domains to reason about the influence of language upon her characters and herself, and conversely about the influence of extralinguistic phenomena upon language. Destruction and damage constitute a certain cause-and-effect frame which allows the reader to empathize with the author and her characters. It relates to the experience of psychological suffering through sensory perception and motor control of the body. The term "frame" was introduced into semantics by Charles Fillmore who defined it as any system of concepts related in such a way that to understand any one of them you have to understand the whole structure in which it fits; when one of the things in such a structure is introduced into a text, or into a conversation, all of the others are automatically made available ("Frame semantics" 111).
The basic frame of destruction commonly stands for severe damage to an inanimate entity which in some cases causes its irreversible deformation. Damage is a form of object manipulation. It can be inflicted by an agent (who may use an instrument) upon an object where the latter is deformed and loses its integrity. Damage can also be the result of particular circumstances, or even be caused by the object itself when it collapses or implodes. While damage does not necessarily entail irreversible changes in the object, destruction means a high degree of damage and can entail the terminal demolition of the entity.
In Müller's work, both language and its users are presented as agents performing destructive actions; both, too, can be the object of destructive action. In this conceptual integration framework, language becomes the agent or instrument of destruction; conceptualized as a fragile object, it can also be the object of destruction (destructible). The frame of destruction (to use Fillmore's term) can be evoked to convey the damage done either to the personobject by language or to the language-object by an actor, depending on whether language is seen as the subject or object of the destructive action.
Destructive Language
Müller repeatedly engages with the destructive potential of language. In Heute wär ich mir lieber nicht begegnet, there is a vivid scene in which inappropriate and unintentionally funny language metaphorically destroys one of the characters and harms the totalitarian regime. The narrator-protagonist of the novel is married to Paul, a worker, whose father is a prominent representative of the ruling party. Paul's mother is a woman from the village, who slept with the party officials in order to make a career and then was able to marry "einen Helden der sozialistischen Arbeit" (100). During a party meeting, Paul's mother speaks in public and embarrasses her husband, whose efforts to teach her the language of the regime have obviously been fruitless. She says that there is a draught in the hall, and while it is not an issue for men who are sitting with their trousers on, women are wearing skirts. At this point, she uses first a vulgar word "Schnecke" (102), acceptable for colloquial use in an everyday conversation, and then an inadequate substitute "Angelegenheit" (102)-all of this produces a comic effect because genitals are taboo, in whatever wording, in the frame of a political party meeting. Paul's mother destroys her public image, and her words threaten to damage the reputation of her husband. After the meeting, her husband slaps her face with the words: "Begreifst du nicht, daß du auch mich völlig ruinierst" (103). The mother's speech metaphorically destroys the father because it is irreconcilable with the ideological language of the party (for an analysis of the relationship between language, ideology, and dictatorship in Müller's oeuvre, see Watson) . Simultaneously her destructive speech can be seen as liberating the unwitting speaker and inadvertently dismantling the oppressive regime. Paul's mother disrupts the setting in which ideological language is exercised. Her husband is a loyal member of the ruling party and a representative of the authorities, and hence his metaphorical destruction stands metonymically for harm done to the whole regime. Thus, her unwitting humor not only destroys the public image of the speaker and the authority of her husband, but also harms the dictatorship. This interpretation is consonant with Müller's views on humor in her poetological writing. In the essay "Der König verneigt sich und tötet," she notes that the jokes about the Ceauşescu dictatorship helped her survive the oppression and mount resistance against the regime. She discusses " [d] rastische Witze als imaginäre Demontage des Regimes" ("Der König verneigt sich und tötet" 66). With regard to Müller's focus on detail, Haines argues that it is "a basic survival mechanism in the face of the life-denying master plots of totalitarianism" and that her "texts [ . . . ] are documents of [ . . . ] resistance" ("Leben wir im Detail" 109); humor likewise allows Müller to exercise her authority, resist the power of the regime, and damage it symbolically by revealing its incongruities and absurdity (see Eddy "Die Schule der Angst" 333). In this context, destruction is a source concept to present the effects of humorous language on the dictatorship.
In her short story "Die Straßenkehrer" from Niederungen, Müller vividly demonstrates the metaphorical destruction of the narrator through language. The shouts of street cleaners shatter the narrator as she is walking down the street: "Jetzt reden alle Straßenkehrer alle Straßen durcheinander. Ich gehe durch ihre Schreie, durch den Schaum ihrer Zurufe, ich zerbreche, ich falle in die Tiefe der Bedeutungen" (155-6). The shouts could be read as the cause of the narrator's destruction (zerbrechen). But no direct causation is established in this scene, and it is unclear whether the calls of the street cleaners or the text itself produce the experience of the metaphorical disintegration of her body. The text's fragmenting power can be inferred from the narrator's experience of destruction, and the destruction of the subject proceeds metaphorically through the language of the essay: the narrator falls apart into the plethora of meanings. This process could be visualized as the fracturing of a fragile object, whose pieces then fall into the depths of various containers representing different meanings. The expression "die Tiefe der Bedeutungen" ("Die Straßenkehrer" 156) allows the reader to reason about meaning through the source domain of space, and in particular the concept of depth. Although the associations between the various entities in the scene and the destruction of the narrator do not lend themselves to a definitive interpretation, they are sufficient grounds to believe that the focus of the essay "Die Straßenkehrer" is the destructive power of language.
In the autobiographical essay "Einmal anfassen -zweimal loslassen," Müller reflects on the concepts of past and present and notes the adverse influence of her writing on her parents' view of her future. She explains the effects of writing through the metaphor of destruction: "Mein Schreiben machte ihre Vorstellungen von meiner Zukunft zunichte, ruinierte die Aussichten auf eine gute 'Profession' in der Stadt" (124). Müller presents writing as an agent that performs a ruinous action, and her parents' hopes are implicitly conceived as destructible objects. Müller is a self-reflexive writer who pays close attention to various ways in which literature affects life, and here she uses the frame of destruction to explain her parents' attitude towards writing as a trade and her writing's effect on their aspirations and plans with regard to her future.
Subject and Object
The dichotomy of destructive and destructible language stems from its subjective and objective roles in the literary text. The distinction between the subject and object is not a universal truth, because the concepts of the subject and object are only affordances used by human beings in order to make sense of the world. Conceptualizing this abstract dichotomy is consonant with the way we perceive and interact with physical objects: "Objects, as we experience them, are actually stable affordances for us-stable patterns that our environment presents to creatures like us with our specific capacities for perception and bodily action" (Johnson 47) . Language can be regarded as a destructive force or a subject capable of causing damage when the writer discusses the negative influence of language on people's mental state and wellbeing. Placing language in the role of the object, the writer can present it as a fragile, damaged, or broken physical object. In this case, the text profiles how language is influenced by people and environment. Because the metaphorical mapping between language and destruction allows role reconfiguration, the author can reverse the roles of the subject and object within the frame of destruction. The possibility of role reversal in the subject-object dichotomy allows Müller to consider language as both destructive and destructible.
In her poetological essay "Sag, daß du fünfzehn bist," Müller discusses the writing of Ruth Klüger and comments on the destructive power of sentences in Klüger's autobiography weiter leben: Eine Jugend: "Jeder Satz zerstört die Ruhe des vorherigen, in der wir uns eingerichtet haben" (35). Sentences are personified, and each individual one becomes the agent of destructive action which changes the mental state of the preceding sentences. Reading is conceived here as the process of taking refuge in the text and immediately abandoning it with every following sentence. Reading becomes the metaphorical destruction of the peace and quiet which language temporarily provides to readers. Müller employs the frame of destruction to reason about the role of language in literature because it highlights the power of the text by construing it as a physical force (see Talmy on his theory of force dynamics in cognitive semantics). The concept of "Ruhe" becomes a fragile container in which readers situate themselves during the reception process. The destruction of the container by the sentence can then be experienced by the reader as an existential threat. The sentence in this instance becomes a subject which is capable of destroying the calm of the reader. Instead of disturbing the calm, the sentence metaphorically causes physical damage. The concrete concept of destruction is much more vivid for the reader and indicates the extent to which language is capable of exerting a negative influence on people. At the same time, sentences destroy the calm of the previous sentences, which implies that language is self-destructive. The dichotomy of destructive and destructible language is played out in Müller's commentary on Klüger with relation to literary writing, where language is both the subject which causes damage, and the implied object of symbolic destruction.
In another essay, "Mein Kleid bringt die Post zurück", Herta Müller writes about the poetry of Inge Müller and at one point imagines the poet as a physical object damaged by language. Herta Müller develops a complex metaphor where history is the sum of personal stories and biographies: "Geschichte als Summe von Biographien, als Kette von persönlichen Geschichten. [ . . . ] Sie [Inge Müller] ist eine, die in die Geschichte hineingenarrt und von ihr beschädigt wurde" (42). History becomes a narrative (for a discussion of history as literary narrative, see White) capable of inflicting harm and metaphorically damages Inge Müller, something which is reflected in her writing: "So kommt es zu dieser tiefen Erschütterung in den Gedichten, zu dieser hüpfenden Zerbrochenheit" (Müller, "Mein Kleid" 46) . Herta Müller conveys the destructive power of language using the concepts of shaking and breakage. The poems of Inge Müller can be seen as containers holding the poet's destroyed self. The conceptual mapping between language and the physical actions of shaking and breaking provides a framework for sensorymotor reasoning about the abstract concept of poetry. Analyzing a war poem by Inge Müller, Herta Müller presents the protagonists as fragile objects that break in the poetic space of the literary work: "Hier zerbricht sie wie er" ("Mein Kleid" 47). Herta Müller imagines that the two people break apart in the poem. They are conceptualized as broken things, damaged and destroyed entities. Language contains this destruction, reflects the damage, and can be interpreted as the cause of it. Although language is not identified as the destructive subject, the reader can infer it from the larger context of the whole essay on Inge Müller with its numerous instances of mapping out the associations between language and destruction. But language is both the subject and object of destruction in this essay, and, reversing the subject and object, poetic language can be conceived as a destroyed entity: "Die Zerbrochenheit, die aus diesen Gedichten heraussieht, agiert in der verkürzten Logik, im Kurzschluß der Sinnlichkeit. Es gibt keinen Ruhepunkt mehr" (Müller, "Mein Kleid" 51) . Inge Müller's poems can be read as damaged and broken language, and Herta Müller evokes the dichotomy of destructive and destructible language to convey the suffering of Inge Müller and her protagonists and to discuss her writing style.
In her 2001 speech "Heimat ist das, was gesprochen wird," Müller creates a salient metaphorical conceptualization of destructive and simultaneously destructible language when she discusses silence as part of lifestyle in her home village. Brigid Haines observes that "Müller's initial motivation to become a writer had been to overcome the silences with which she grew up" ("Leben wir im Detail" 122). According to Müller, silence was the most common form of communication in the village. The author compares silence and speech, arguing that the former "ist keine Pause zwischen dem Reden, sondern eine Sache für sich" (Müller, Heimat ist das, was gesprochen wird 29). While language is presented linearly in speech, silence allows the simultaneous containment of multiple messages: "Im Schweigen kommt aber alles auf einmal daher, es bleibt alles drin hängen, was über lange Zeit nicht gesagt wird" (31). In order to highlight the contrast between the linearity of speech and the polysemy of silence, Müller construes speech as "ein reißender Faden, der sich selber durchbeißt und immer neu geknüpft werden muß" (31). The linearity of speech is visualized with the image of a thread. Speech can be conceived as a physical link between the interlocutors that can be broken. The physical qualities of the thread allow the author to reason about speech as a fragile object, and the disruption of speech is conceptualized in this context as the tearing of the thread. Moreover, speech is personified and endowed with an ability to destroy itself. The act of destruction leads to the necessity of reestablishing the discourse, which is conveyed metaphorically as tying the thread together. Because silence is conventionally juxtaposed with speech, it is plausible to infer that the former is implicitly understood as the outcome of the self-destruction of the latter. Yet in this particular passage, as I noted above, silence is presented as a distinct form of language which allows the simultaneous expression of multiple meanings. Language encompasses both speech and silence, because silence is said to be capable of communicating meanings in a manner alternative to speech. The concept of the thread is concrete and enables the reader to grasp the author's idea of destructive and destructible speech through the sensory-motor experience of object manipulation. Speech is both destructive and destructible in the framework of the conceptual association which maps the source concept of thread onto the target concept of speech, and although the thread is literally an object which can be destroyed, its personification makes it a subject capable of causing its own deformation. In her poetological essay "Der ganz andere Diskurs des Alleinseins," Müller characterizes the representation of conversation in her writing and likewise evokes the dichotomy of destructive and destructible language to reason about speech: "Die Aussagen sind durchbrochen durch die Beschreibung der Dinge" (69). The utterances in a conversation are regarded as destructible objects, whereas spoken accounts of events are seen as the agents destroying them. Thus, speech is conceived simultaneously as the subject and object of destruction.
In Müller's poetological and autobiographical essay "Gelber Mais und keine Zeit," language is endowed with a power to deform the author's experience when she interprets Oskar Pastior's original poetry as destructive of his past suffering. Müller recounts her interaction with the Romanian-born German poet and states that he could remember his experience in the Soviet labor camp extremely well and could describe it to her in great detail. Yet in his literary works all the harm from his past experience was "poetisch gebrochen in seiner Sprache, zur Unkenntlichkeit verdeutlicht" (Müller, "Gelber Mais und keine Zeit" 129). In his poetry, Pastior metaphorically destroyed his suffering. It is considered as a breakable object, and the language of poetry is understood as a space or container in which the breaking down of the experience takes place. Destruction is associated with the impossibility to comprehend Pastior's texts.
In her essay on Oskar Pastior's lifelong silence about his collaboration with the Romanian secret service in the 1960s, Müller reverses the subjectobject relation and presents language as an object of destruction. Destruction is applied as a source domain to explain Pastior's silence. He never told Müller about his collaboration with the secret service, and learning about it after his death had a strong impact on her. The metaphorical conceptualization of destructible language allows Müller to reason about Pastior's poetry and silence: "Er sagte, die Sprache sei ihm im Lager zerbrochen. Heute weiß ich, Pastior ist die Sprache nicht nur einmal, sondern noch ein zweites Mal zerbrochen" (Müller, "Aber immer geschwiegen" 170-1). Here physical suffering is construed through the source domain of language; Müller works with language, and her acute awareness of it makes it an apposite source domain through which to express the suffering. She describes the tribulations of Oskar Pastior through the effects upon his language. Secondly, language, now as the target domain, is mapped out through the source domain of breakable objects: language is regarded as a fragile entity which is destroyed in the oppressive conditions of suffering. The Romanian dictatorial regime harmed Oskar Pastior, persecuting him and forcing him into collaboration with the secret service. The metaphorical damage to Oskar Pastior is realized by Müller through the medium of language. Language is broken apart by his experience in the labor camp and later in the Romanian dictatorship. The ultimate breakdown of language, its complete destruction, can be inferred to stand for silence, the result of suffering and harm (see Eddy, "Testimony and Trauma" 58) which are in turn construed by Müller as the destruction of language. Thus, the dichotomy of destructive and destructible language in Müller's writing becomes a productive conceptual nexus, established through masterful evocation of the concept of destruction with regard to language.
Destructible Language
In the Leipziger Poetikvorlesung 2009, Müller assesses the seriousness of the harm done to Oskar Pastior's and her language by the totalitarian regime. She equates the influence of external oppressive circumstances on existence and language and imagines the two as destructible objects, employing physical force as the source domain to explain such deleterious effects: "Also mir hat es die Sprache und die Existenz täglich geschüttelt -aber Oskar Pastior hat es die Sprache und Existenz täglich zerbrochen" (Lebensangst und Worthunger 15). Language is understood as a fragile object, which can be manipulated by an oppressive society. Depending on the circumstances, the degree of influence on language is seen as a physical force ranging from shaking to actually shattering an object. In this context, the verb schütteln, which means applying a certain immediate force to displace an object repeatedly without necessarily damaging it, is understood by the reader as a less destructive influence than the one evoked by the image of language that is daily shattered. In the former case, language can be deformed and misplaced but its damage is only implied and is not directly denoted by the verb, whereas in the case of shattered language the consequences of the detrimental effects are irreversible. Müller explains the difference in the degree of the harm done to language by inviting the reader to employ embodied experience that is both subjective and well-recognizable. While the oppressive circumstances and their deleterious effects are not directly accessible to the reader and the differences between the effects can hardly be measured and discussed in literal terms, the metaphor makes them understandable and meaningful. Only through metaphor can Müller give an insight into the oppressive influence of the state on life and language. On the whole, the concatenation of life and language, "Sprache und Existenz" (Müller, Lebensangst und Worthunger 15) , in their shattered and shaken state, can be interpreted as another indication of the validity of the argument about the strong link between suffering and writing in Müller' work.
The construal of language as something that can be deformed leads to the similar conception of language units in Müller's poetological essay "In jeder Sprache sitzen andere Augen." She considers words and sentences as physical objects that can be damaged through misuse. Discussing the metonymy "SPRACHE IST HEIMAT" (28), she remarks that "Leute, deren Heimat sie nach Belieben kommen und gehen läßt, sollten diesen Satz nicht strapazieren" (28-9). What is interesting in the framework of this analysis is the use of the verb strapazieren in its metaphorical meaning in relation to the sentence. This verb provides the source domain of physical force to reason about the concept of the sentence, where the sentence is presented as a physical object that can be stressed, worn off, and destroyed through pressure and overuse. This concrete physical concept enables the writer to make a strong argument by evoking a lucid image in the imagination of the reader. The following example from "In jeder Sprache sitzen andere Augen" demonstrates how words can also be susceptible to physical damage: "Wenn am Leben nichts mehr stimmt, stürzen auch die Wörter ab" (31), and this happens because all dictatorships "nehmen die Sprache in ihren Dienst" (31). The functional impotence of words is metaphorically understood as their fall. Words fall from their rightful positions into dysfunction under the influence of dictatorial regimes which contract language for service. Additionally, the verb abstürzen means to break, which ascribes the quality of fragility to words. Through metaphor, language units are interpreted as destructible objects, and language itself is implied to be damaged by totalitarian regimes. Life and language are inextricably linked in this framework, since Müller writes that dictatorships metaphorically damage language when they cause harm to its speakers.
In the poetological essay "Der König verneigt sich und tötet," Müller associates the damaged nature of ideological language with the monstrosity of the party vocabulary. Speaking about the vocabulary of the GDR, she argues that the pronunciation of the words revealed their damaged structure and impotence to transmit meaning: "Wortmonster, wenn man sie laut und korrekt im eigenen Mund wiederholte, wurden sie unfreiwillig komischvermurkst im Aufbau, verkorkst im Inhalt" (44). The comic effect of the words was due to their inadequateness, which is explained to the reader through metaphor. GDR words are metaphorically understood as buildings, and just as the structure of the building can be incomplete when the builders are sloppy, so is the structure of the GDR words; hence the language of the GDR can also be imagined as a damaged or incomplete structure. The metaphor makes the author's criticism of ideology clear and tangible for the reader. Literary scholars have also used the source concept of destruction to reason about the relationship between language and ideology in Müller's texts: Jenny Watson, for example, discusses Müller's attitude to "language's potential to be damaged by dictatorial regimes" (143).
Similarly, in the collection of essays Der König verneigt sich und tötet, Müller conceives the speech of the party officials and the dictator as damaged and destructive language, where the damage is caused by constant recycling of ready-made collocations which lose their sense and can be put together without communicating meaning; and in the autobiographical essay "Die rote Blume und der Stock," Müller writes about the influence of the language of the Ceauşescu dictatorship on young children and uses the process of chewing the cud to explain metaphorically its repetitiveness and meaninglessness: "das Wiederkäuen der immerselben, gestanzten Fertigteile" (152). The language of the dictator becomes meaningless mastication, a selfish act which does not allow authentic interaction. Elsewhere in Der König verneigt sich und tötet, the act of mastication metaphorically explains the process of interrogation of the author by the Romanian secret service, highlighting its repetitiveness and harmful influence. On the one hand, this bodily action renders the repetition of interrogation less threatening than the original process. While interrogation is seen as a destructive action which damages the victim, its repetitiveness is regarded as a training activity when the interrogator is metaphorically chewing his speech: "Oft trainierte er das Kaputtmachen an mir, weil sein Arbeitstag noch Stunden dauerte, um nicht allein im Büro zu sitzen, behielt er mich dort, käute alles ironisch oder zynisch wieder, was schon tausendmal wütend gesagt worden war" ("Der König verneigt sich und tötet" 53). Repetitive interrogation as a training practice is implied to be less dangerous, because the act of chewing the cud draws the reader's attention to the ineffectiveness and lack of interactional force of such speech. On the other hand, mastication implies physical destruction of food and this destructive quality may actually reinforce the negative influence of interrogation. Kaputtmachen becomes more effective through repetition because it enables the interrogator to fragment the victim through reiteration of his speech: "Sein Zerstörungstraining funktionierte nur in der Routine, er mußte also den Fahrplan einhalten" ("Der König verneigt sich" 68). If the practice of symbolic destruction is possible only as a routine activity, then repetition should reinforce its efficacy and could even be the only way to cause damage. Once again the negative influence of language is understood as a concrete concept of destruction which leads to irreversible damage to a material object. All in all, the source domain of digestive rumination enriches the reader's understanding of the interrogation process and conveys the complexity of destructive and destructible language of the dictatorial regime, especially when it is wielded by the forces enlisted to subjugate and oppress the public.
In the beginning of the novel Der Fuchs war damals schon der Jäger, Clara, the protagonist, swears in pain after accidentally pricking her finger with a needle (8). The narrator reflects on swearing in general and associates invectives with fragile objects: "Wenn Flüche gebrochen sind, hat es sie nie gegeben" (9). Because swearing is a performative utterance, it ceases to be if it fails to achieve its goal. In this framework, the form of the objects defines them, and if this form is compromised, the objects lose their identity. When swearwords are seen as fragile objects and once they are broken, the swearing itself is obliterated not only at the moment of fracture but also from the time when the invective was first used. The metaphorical damage of language affects the perception of the invectives in the past. The relationship between destructive and destructible speech becomes an irreconcilable dichotomy, because swearing cannot be effective if it is damaged, which means that destructive speech of invectives fails if it is itself destroyed. It is fundamental to keep in mind the context of the use of swearing by Müller's personages. Swearing is used mostly by common people who are not versed in ideological language. Swearing becomes one of the domains of freedom, and while it is potentially destructive, its directness and authenticity appeal to the writer, and she identifies the vestiges of freedom in the totalitarian society with the potentially destructive but liberating obscene vocabulary. Watson considers such vocabulary "a means of expressing true emotions outside the bounds of the regime's world-view" (153). However, even invectives can be broken and rendered ineffective in the state of totalitarian control over the society and its language.
Voice, Sound, Silence
In the book of short stories Barfüßiger Februar, Müller presents voice as a destructible object. Although voice is a concrete and intersubjectively acces-sible concept, it is common to reason about it metaphorically. In the short story "Die große schwarze Achse," the voice of one of the minor characters is characterized the following way: "Er sang mit gebrochener Stimme" (19). The image of the broken voice is not a unique metaphor and is in regular use in the German language. In the context of Müller's texts, it strengthens the association between language and destruction, and contributes to the ubiquitous occurrence of the source concept of destruction with relation to the target concept of language. The voice is commonly seen as broken when its pitch suddenly changes. Thus, the formal qualities of the sound waves are associated with physical damage. In another short story from the same collection, Müller elaborates this conventional metaphor and construes voice as a thin fragile object: "Matthias Vater hat nie gesungen. Hatte Angst vor dem Ton. Vor dem Klang in den Liedern. Vor der dünnen Stimme. Die manchmal reißt" ("Viele Räume sind unter der Haut" 54). The voice of the protagonist's father is presented as a thread which can be torn. The terminal damage of voice becomes a moment of silence-where the voice tears and thus fails, silence prevails. However, the tearing of voice can also stand for a dramatic change in its physical qualities which do not necessarily map onto silence. In the following excerpt from "Die kleine Utopie vom Tod," the protagonist describes how the thump of the drum overpowers the voices of the guests at her wedding: "Der Trommelschlag [ . . . ] brach die Stimmen" (36). The sound of the drum disrupts the perception of voices, and their breakage metaphorically explains to the reader the protagonist's experience of not being able to hear other people while the music is playing. Given that voice can be conventionally understood as damaged and broken to a certain degree and for particular ends, Müller uses this potential and develops salient metaphorical associations between voice and destruction to reason about speech. From the point of view of reception, the concrete concept of destruction helps the reader simulate the narrated experience of voice.
In the poetological essay "Wie Wahrnehmung sich erfindet," Müller recounts how a friend once made a bitter joke and referred to state surveillance by cutting out Ceauşescu's eye from a photograph. The author writes that they "haben gelacht, schallend gelacht, weil uns das Auge jetzt noch mehr bedrohte" (27). And then she maps destruction onto the acoustic characteristics of laughter: "Die kleinen zerbrochenen Laute, die wir noch zustande brachten, waren schon traurig" (28). The sounds of laughter become fragile objects which are broken as the speakers gradually stop laughing: "Ich weiß noch, wie wir aufhörten zu lachen. Nicht plötzlich. Wir versuchten die Souveränität des Lachens noch zu halten" (28). It can be inferred that when all the sounds are finally broken, laughter is destroyed and gives way to silence. Silence becomes the result of the destruction of laughter, whereas laughter can be conceived as a destructible entity. In the passage, silence makes the speakers sad and conveys their powerlessness against the totalitarian regime: "Wir hatten schon begriffen, womit wir uns konfrontierten, bevor wir schwiegen. Es war zynisch geworden, wie immer, wenn gleich daneben die Ohnmacht stand" (28) . In this context, laughter can be seen as a form of resistance and affirms the interlocutors' sovereignty.
In her poetological essay "Sag, daß du fünfzehn bist," Müller regards the autobiographical details in Ruth Klüger's weiter leben: Eine Jugend as destructible objects: "Dieses Buch fordert Takt für Takt eine ethische Position ein. Seine Details sind zusammengewürfelt und spröd" (33). The detail is a pivotal concept in Müller's poetics (see Müller, "Zehn Finger werden keine Utopie" 60-1; cf. also Becker 36; Eke 17; Marven 408; Predoiu 172; Johannsen "Osmoses" 220). The construal of the detail as a fragile object allows the inference that literature is also fragile. Sensory-motor experience is used to explain the literary qualities of the book. The image of fragile literature is a metaphorical concept that stipulates embodied logic for its functioning. If literature is fragile in its details, language can be inferred to be fragile as well. In the following quotation from another poetological essay, "Der ganz andere Diskurs des Alleinseins," Müller discusses the difference between conversations in literature and life, and regards speech as a fragile entity: "Und das Gespräch [ . . . ] Es ist spröd im Gesagten. Und lange Pausen von einem Mund zum anderen" (68). Spoken things are seen as fragile objects whose destruction is implicitly associated with silence.
In the novel Atemschaukel, Leo Auberg, the narrator-protagonist, recounts his traumatic experience of working with cement in the Soviet labor camp and presents to the reader the juxtaposition of speech and silence through the fragility of language and its destruction. He once writes a couple of poetic lines on the paper of a cement bag, but the actually intended poem remains unwritten: "Das habe ich mir dann geschenkt, ich hab es mir still in den Mund gesagt. Es ist gleich zerbrochen, in den Zähnen hat mir der Zement geknirscht. Dann habe ich geschwiegen" (41). It is implied that the poem which Leo recites to himself is made of cement. It is imagined as a destructible object manipulated by the protagonist-since it is destroyed in his mouth, the poem can also be seen as food. The metaphorical destruction of the poem is implicitly associated with hunger, forced labor, and silence. Katrin Kohl posits that Müller sometimes reflects on occasions when "language gives way to silence in response to a life-threatening situation" (28). In the above passage, silence becomes a symptom of the damage done to the person, while the damage is conceptualized as the destruction of language. This interpretation is well developed in Müller's essay "Gelber Mais und keine Zeit". Speaking about the silence of her mother about the life in the Soviet labor camp, Müller implicitly attributes the mother's reticence to the destruction of her language. The "Schweigen in der Beschädigung" (129) can be understood as the result of harm done to Müller's mother. Given that silence in this particular case stands for the absence of speech, the word Beschädigung inevitably relates to language. In the same essay, silence itself becomes detrimental when it is associated with an unusual emotional state and is juxtaposed with speech: "Die verkniffene Normalität und das verstörte Schweigen waren immer da und wurden mit der Zeit monströs, wühlten mich auf, gaben keine Ruhe" ("Gelber Mais und keine Zeit " 129). Silence is regarded as a living subject which is capable of feelings and can manipulate the person as an object. The effect of silence is interpreted through the image of destroying a surface structure and scattering the components of the surface. The person is symbolically put into disarray by silence, and silence is thus presented to the reader as a destructive force which exerts a tangible influence over the person, whereas speech could then be inferred to serve the opposite purpose and to help preserve the metaphorical integrity of the speaker. Müller employs silence as a source domain to interpret the harm caused to the person: "Ich glaubte immer, Beschädigung ist stumm: sie begleitet alles und verbietet jedem den Mund." ("Gelber Mais" 129). The harm is interpreted as a dumb human who silences others; hence silence is understood as one of its effects, and the harm itself is metaphorically construed as damage. Language can then be read to be destroyed by the damage caused to the person, while the destruction of language constitutes one of the features of such damage. As we can see, silence is a useful concept for Müller who applies it as a source to interpret the nature of the harm done to the person. She also uses various source concepts to convey to the reader her understanding of silence. Whether silence is applied as a source domain to interpret such target concepts as trauma and suffering, or other source domains, such as damage, are used to reason about the concept of silence, language is implicitly juxtaposed with silence which becomes the result of its symbolic destruction.
In her poetological essay "Der ganz andere Diskurs des Alleinseins," Müller discusses communication and its limits, reflecting on the interaction between spoken and unspoken things. The dichotomy between the two is shown to be dynamic through the image of deformed objects. Deformation is not as extreme as destruction and can be less deleterious than damage, but it is a related concrete experience of object manipulation that allows Müller to reason about speech and silence, and their representation in literature. The author imagines communication as a subject keeping the deformation of spoken and unspoken things: "Das Zusammenfinden der Aussagen ist da, um die Unruhe, die Verzerrung des Gesagten und Verschwiegenen zu halten" (69). Speech and silence are presented as interacting material objects that can be deformed and manipulated by outside forces. In this respect, Roberg considers "das konstruktive Spannungsverhältnis zwischen Sprache und Schweigen, Mitteilung und Auslassung" (30) as a constituent part of Müller's poetics (cf. also Johannsen Kisten, Krypten, Labyrinthe 206; Bozzi 164 ).
Destruction as a Creative Principle
Although fragility allows terminal damage and ultimate destruction, this source concept can be employed to characterize productive qualities of language and literature. In the essay "Mein Kleid bringt die Post zurück," Herta Müller discusses the influence of trauma on the poetry of Inge Müller and at one point implies that fragility of language is a precondition for successful narration: "Zum Erzählen fehlt jede Ursache, es geht nichts mehr voran. Das Leben wird von hinten gestoßen. Es reißt sich Worte aus dem Verstand und läßt sie gleich fallen. Nur solange sie zerbrechen, klingen sie" ("Mein Kleid" 50). Object manipulation, physical force, and the frame of destruction inform the reader about the target domain of language. Words are seen as inherent parts of cognition which can be separated from it and manipulated as physical objects. Metaphorical fragility and destruction emerge as necessary conditions for effective communication. The act of destruction is creative and initiates the narrative, whereas silence can be inferred to indicate not the demolition of language, but its intactness. While words can produce sound only if they break, unbroken words remain silent. Writing poetry becomes the act of destroying words and deforming language to elicit meaning. Thus, Müller maps the frame of destruction onto literature and speech to argue that communication and poetic expression are possible only if language changes its form in the process of articulation. The metaphorical image of destructible language is also used by literary critics to elucidate the aesthetic principles of her work (e.g., Schmidt "Vom Kofferpacken" 115, 117; and also Marven 408, 411) .
In the poetological essay "Das Auge täuscht im Lidschlag," Müller describes her aesthetics in terms of destruction. She associates with destruction not only language but also embodied experience of breathing, eating, grasping, and walking: "Züge, Bissen, Worte, Griffe, Schritte: in allem ist der Riß" (77). The author states that the metaphorical rift in the physical experience of reality is compensated by our perception: "unsere beiden Augen verbergen den Riß" (77). Words are seen as damaged physical objects that do not fully represent reality, and the task of the writer, according to Müller, is to highlight this feature of language and to destroy metaphorically the conventions hiding the rift from the reader:
Beim Schreiben, will man [ . . . ] all die Brüche fassen, muß man das, was sich im Fort-Schreiben des Gedankens zusammenfügt, zerreißen. Man zerrt am Geflecht der Sätze, bis sie durchsichtig werden, bis in der Reihenfolge der Worte im Satz und in der Reihenfolge der Sätze im Text die Risse durchscheinen (81).
Writing is associated with object manipulation; it is seen as a destructive action that metaphorically damages human cognition and language. Written sentences and the text as a whole are conceptualized as visible objects obstructing the view of unwritten sentences, and writing becomes the process of destroying the written sentences to reveal those that were left out (81). On the one hand, it is paradoxical that Müller uses the frame of destruction to communicate the key creative principle of her writing because these processes are antithetical to each other. On the other, it is conventional because the more concrete concept of destruction is mapped onto the more abstract concept of writing.
Conclusion
Through an analysis of metaphors for language in Herta Müller's fiction and non-fiction texts, I have sought to demonstrate how destruction can be used to reason about language. There is no single association between language and destruction which can explain Müller's writing, style, or aesthetics, and she does not create a coherent system of metaphors (Kohl 24; Roberg 34) . In this respect, I agree with Kohl who states that "Müller's theory of language is characteristically unsystematic" (28). But at the conceptual and linguistic levels each individual metaphor analyzed in this study is far from unstructured and relies on conventions. The author employs a flexible dichotomy of destructive and destructible language in order to discuss political, literary, social, psychological, and cultural aspects of language use. The metaphorical conceptualization of destructive and destructible language is an integral part of Müller's poetics. Throughout her oeuvre, Müller associates destructive and destructible language primarily with social oppression, suffering, and creativity. In her texts, destructive language can have agency and manipulate people as destructible objects. Alternatively, she imagines it as a force or an instrument used by the subject. The terminal effect of destructive language is seen as the death and metaphorical demolition of the person. Reversing the subject and object, Müller conceives language as a damaged entity, highlighting its inadequacy to express suffering. In the extreme scenario, the damage inflicted upon language metaphorically kills, or destroys it and forces the speaker to relapse into silence. Silence becomes the symptom of the complete destruction of language in the condition of oppression. Damage and destruction can also be a precondition for successful communication and literary writing-in this case, the damage done to language elicits meaning and allows creative processes to take place. That supports the notion that Müller's texts present writing as the process of fragmentation, justifying her literary engagement with the details (Eke; Marven; Haines "Leben wir im Detail"). Overall, destruction and damage allow Müller to convey to the reader the power and infirmity of language, and she creatively employs these concepts to share her vision of art and communication.
